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1 INTRODUCTION 

The SOC needs to have knowledge of how the instruments are aligned in order to: 
 Correctly adapt planned pointings to bring the agreed “prime boresight” as chosen at 

LTP and recorded in the EFECS. 
o Also considering METIS safety constraints, during periods when METIS is 

operating. 
 Correctly post-process LL01 into LL02. 

Note that these needs are operational rather than scientific. 
 
There are coalignment requirements on the Spacecraft, and independently on instrument 
internal alignment stability, so in principle it would have been possible to accept residual 
errors between instruments and Spacecraft +X pointing at an operational level. However it 
seems clear that this would have been an inflexible approach, and could have caused 
problems placing large active regions within high-resolution instrument FoVs near 
perihelion, and as such this interface is introduced. 
 
This knowledge of alignment comes occasionally/periodically from the instrument teams, 
via this ICD, and is then implemented operationally by the SOC. Full disk detectors may be 
able to determine their alignment from normal observations, whereas high-resolution 
detectors might require a dedicated campaign. Note that downlink of bulk-science is often 
delayed by multiple months, which conflicts with the ideal of updates being implemented 
promptly. As such it may be desirable for instrument teams to be able to determine 
alignment from low-latency, or to plan to update boresights in periods of good comms/low-
backlog of TM. 
 
For completeness, we distinguish two categories of alignment: 

 Nominal detector centre-of-FOV alignment WRT the spacecraft frame 
 Offset of optical axis / reference pixel wrt the detector centre. 

Often in the text we refer to the former as the detector centre, and the later as the optical 
centre. (See section 6.1 for more discussion and a diagram). 
 
Most of this document is concerned with the detector centre, which can be estimated in-
flight. The expectation is that optical centre would be delivered just once prior to launch, for 
those instruments where this is known and not ideally-aligned with the detector centre. 
Because of the small FoVs of most Solar Orbiter imagers, offset of the projection centre is 
not hugely relevant.  
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1.1 Overview of planning cycles wrt instrument boresight 
updates 

Planning 
cycle 

Relationship to the Boresight 

SAP / 
Mission-
level 

None 

LTP Minor / Indirect 
The LTP sets the prime boresight to be used within each POINT_ 
event. As such the boresight is not used directly, but which 
boresight will be used later is fixed. 
To the extent that boresights are considered reliable at this 
considerable lead-time, they might influence decisions on METIS 
compatibility. E.g. for intermediate distance RSWs, pre-existing 
knowledge of poor co-alignment between METIS and the high-res 
instruments might conceivably tip the decision against restricting 
feature-tracking within METIS constraints  
Additionally, where creating a boresight update depends on a special 
alignment campaign, this (plus any related downlink latency needs) 
have to be considered when doing the LTP planning. 

MTP Major 
“Geometric” pointings (those that do not depend on features / LL 
data) may be planned at MTP. These will incorporate the boresight 
knowledge available at this time 

STP None. 
No pointing planning is currently foreseen at STP 

p-VSTP Major 
Those pointings not planned at MTP are planned here. These will 
incorporate the boresight knowledge available at this time 

1.2 What the boresight update is for 

The boresight update allows the most-recent alignment measurement to be applied to 
operational products, namely pointing commanding and LL post-processing. 

1.3 What the boresight update is not 

The boresight update is not a scientifically complete record of alignment. 
 Updates only apply going forwards.  
 No reprocessing of historical products occurs. 

 
The boresight update is not input to a model. 

 Each update applies in a static way, until the arrival of the next update. 
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 Updates are not used in a predictive way for subsequent orbits1 
 
The boresight update is not the general means of alignment trending analysis. In other words 
it’s not the unique way by which the teams working on the mission will come to an 
engineering understanding of the alignment changes occurring on the spacecraft.  

 With multiple orbits of flight experience it may be possible to identify trends on the 
alignment behaviour. 

o Maybe certain instruments will appear to move together 
o Maybe recurrent trends with distance can be identified 

 An identification and understanding of these trends will most likely emerge from 
multiple sources of information, e.g. graphs, power-point presentations or TNs from 
SOC and/or instrument teams, together with possible telecons or workshops on the 
subject. While the history of boresight updates can certainly be one of the inputs into 
the analysis of alignment evolution, other sources of data will be considered as well. 

 Instruments that can resolve stars in the off-limb segments of images may potentially 
be able to determine their alignment with high cadence (e.g. daily). This information 
would likely be useful in understanding the alignment changes. However it is not 
considered helpful to inject them as boresight updates if they are not operationally 
relevant for the instrument– it would lead to overlarge NAIF-SPICE kernels for 
example. Rather the instrument team could locally record the changes over time and 
present them (e.g. as a graph) when any discussion arose. When maintaining this local 
record it may be useful to pay attention to the approach and conventions of this ICD 
(e.g. taking care with stellar aberration) even when the boresight update mechanism 
itself is not being exercised. 

1.4 Mission phases 

1.4.1 Pre-launch 

SOC will accept a single boresight update prior to launch. This should give the predicted 
alignment of the detector WRT the SC frame, and where possible/available would include 
predictions for: 

 Gravity release 
 Moisture release 
 Thermal changes between ground measurement and average cruise phase. 

The update could include the offset of the optical axis from the detector centre, if known. 

1.4.2 NECP and Cruise Phase 

SOC is not formally active in NECP.  

                                                                    
 
1 Rationale: it will not be possible to reliably separate repeatable orbital patterns from the effect of discrete operational 
events or aging trends until multiple orbits have occurred (if ever). Further certain alignment measurements will 
probably be sparse, meaning that establishing trends will be difficult. As such we take the operational approach that we 
only know for sure the most recent measurement. 
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During Cruise phase off-pointing is done only WRT the SC +X axis. As such boresight 
updates in this period affect post-processing but not pointing. Nonetheless, remote-sensing 
check-out windows within the Cruise phase do provide opportunities to do alignment 
campaigns and determine individual detector alignment data. 

1.4.3 NMP and EMP 

In NMP and EMP the boresight alignment affects both pointing and LL post-processing. 
Updates received previously are automatically carried over in to NMP and no redelivery is 
necessary to activate the application to pointing. 

1.5 Applicable Documents 

 

1.6 Reference Documents 
[LLFITSICD] “Solar Orbiter Interface Control Document for Low Latency Data FITS Files”, SOL-SGS-ICD-0005, Oct 
2017, v1_5draft 

1.7 Acronyms 

 
BSUP BoreSight Update 

Short name given to the XML files that are used to achieve the update described in this ICD 
CP Cruise Phase 
EFECS Enhanced Flight Events and Communication Skeleton 

Also called planning skeleton. This is a SOC-extended version of the FECS that comes from MOC 
which details the spacecraft events 

EMP Extended Mission Phase 
FITS Flexible Image Transport System 
IOR Instrument Operational Request 
ITs Instrument Teams 
LIF Low-latency Instrument Frame, as defined in [LLFITSICD]. 

Not strictly a single frame, since each optical path or detector has its own LIF. 
One way to think of the LIF is as a Solar Orbiter convention on how the LL FITS spatial axes shall 
be used, such that all Solar Orbiter imaging instruments shall have e.g. CTYPE1 and CTYPE2 defined 
(in ordering and sign) in a way that they map to the sky in the same broad sense, even if the precise 
orientations are not identical at low-level. 

LL or LTPLLD Low-Latency Data 
That “thin-slice” of science data that can always be downlinked promptly to ground 

LTP Long-Term Planning 
MOC Mission Operations Centre.  

For Solar Orbiter this is ESOC in Darmstadt. 
MTP Medium-Term Planning 
NAIF Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility 

The part of NASA responsible for maintaining the SPICE software toolkit used (broadly) for 
spacecraft geometry calculations. We use “NAIF-SPICE” to distinguish this toolkit from the SPICE 
instrument 

NECP Near Earth Commissioning Phase 
NMP Nominal Mission Phase 
p-VSTP That part of VSTP where pointing is planned 
RS Remote Sensing 
RSW Remote Sensing Window 
SAP Science Activity Plan 
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The top-level science plan of how solar orbiter will utilise the time within CP, NMP, EMP to fulfil its 
science goals 

SC Spacecraft 
SOC Science Operations Centre 

For Solar Orbiter this is ESAC near Madrid 
STP Short-Term Planning 
TAC Turn-Around Calibration 

Complements LLD as prompt science link to ground. Because a “fatter slice” of science can come 
through this (compared to LLD) it is normally OFF, and only enabled for specific activities that need 
it (those where there is a mandatory tight space->ground->space loop needed), and then only when 
the downlink can support it. 

VSTP Very Short Term Planning 
WRT With Respect To 
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2 ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS 

2.1 Boresight update in context 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1, Context of the boresight update 

 
Figure 1 shows the boresight update in context.  
 

1) Observations run onboard that produce data that allows alignment to be determined.  
In the diagram this is called “Instrument alignment campaign” but for some detectors 
this may not require any special campaign beyond normal science acquisitions (e.g. 
full disk). Others may require dedicated activity (e.g. quadrature set of limb-
pointings). Where this is needed, it must have been planned in advance from LTP (at 
the latest). 

2) Data from these observations is downlinked 
This may be fast or slow depending on circumstances. If the data is low-latency, or 
TAC usage was planned at LTP, then it will be fast. Otherwise it will follow the general 
latency of science data as driven by the comms situation. 

3) ITs process the data to determine any change in alignment.  
Result of this is transferred to SOC (subject of this ICD) 
SOC ingest the new boresight. 

4) SOC applies the new boresight in pointing-planning and auxiliary products 
 
 

SC 

ITs 

SOC 

Time 

1) Instrument alignment 
campaign onboard 

2) Downlink of 
campaign data 

3) Ground-processing of 
alignment campaign 

Reflected in FITS LL metadata 

Reflected in onboard pointing during RSWs 

4) Point at which 
boresight update is 
applied at SOC 

Reflected in NAIF SPICE instrument c-kernels 

SUBJECT OF THIS ICD 
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As indicated in the diagram, there may be a delay before the update is applied. For example: 
 in the middle of a remote-sensing window, SOC may decide to delay the application 

of a boresight update on an instrument not critically involved in the RSW goals. 
 Within an RSW, SOC ideally prefer to avoid applying an update between LL data being 

generated and the corresponding pointing update using that LL being planned2.  
 
 
 
Then, having applied the update the timing of the end-effect on products depends on the 
product in question. 

 Pointing is planned some days in advance, so the effect of the application on executed 
pointing is likewise delayed 

 LL FITS effect occurs at the same moment as the update to the NAIF-SPICE c-kernels. 
(C-kernels will record the delta occurring at the time of application. As such LL data 
generated prior to the application would not be affected even if downlinked and 
processed after the application).  

This non-synchronisation between uplink and downlink might appear disadvantageous, but 
from the point-of-view of planning it is what we want: it ensures that when we plan upcoming 
pointing, both the LL data used as input, and the output products that result are based on a 
consistent misalignment3. 
 
 
  

                                                                    
 
2 This is to avoid inconsistent alignments between uplink (i.e. pointing planning) and downlink (i.e. the LL02 FITS data 
used to inform that pointing planning). Avoiding this in practise for RSWs with daily pointing planning may be tricky. 
3 Note that whilst pointing planning is fundamentally about correcting the precise location on the Sun to point to; in the 
case that planning is based on Solar Orbiter-acquired LL there is a first order correction also of alignment errors. This is 
most true when the geometry is relatively static, but less true when the geometry is changing rapidly, like at perihelion. 
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2.2 Updates over time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2, Longer-term, boresight updates over time 

 
Figure 2 shows how the boresight updates work in the longer term. Once implemented by 
SOC a particular boresight-update-defined alignment stays in place until replaced by a new 
one.  
 
  

Alignment 
(one 
component  
shown) 

Measurement (e.g. alignment campaign) 

Applicability of measurement 

Time 
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3 DETAILED INTERFACE 

3.1 Definition of the rotations for the detector centre 

The alignment is represented as a yaw-pitch-roll Euler angle sequence. 
We start with a detector frame ideally aligned with the spacecraft frame, +x being the 
boresight toward the sun and +z being the vertical, idealised “North” direction of the 
detector. We then apply the rotation sequence to achieve modified axes (x’’’, y’’’, z’’’) which 
reflect the true alignment of the detector view of the sky WRT the SC axes. 
 
Recall: in a Euler sequence each rotation occurs around one of the current intermediate 
axes. Example: the second rotation called “pitch” rotates around y’ and not around the 
original SC y axis. 
Recall: These are extrinsic rotations describing how the axes of the various coordinate 
systems relate (not intrinsic rotations describing the transformation of coordinates 
embedded inside the systems – these would have opposite sign). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3, Euler sequence for detectors 

Figure 3 above shows the sequence of rotations.  

OPT 
(ideal alignment) 

ZLIF 

y 

SC frame 
SRF 

LIF 
(ideal alignment) 

x y 

z 

YLIF 
x 

z 

x’ 

y’ 

z’ 

x’’ 

z’’ 

y’’ 

x’’’ 

z’’’ 
y’’’ 

i) yaw positive around z 
z’ = z ii) pitch positive around y’ 

y’’ = y’ 

iii) roll positive around x’’ 
x’’’ = x’’ 
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Also shown at the bottom for comparison (but with zero misalignment wrt spacecraft) are 
the LIF axes that define the standard output axes for LL01, and the corresponding NAIF-
SPICE frame definition. Note that the low-latency standard axes use different signs 
compared with SC axes (specifically y = -YLIF for perfectly aligned detector)4.  
 
Detector-centre: 

The detector centre refers always to the centre of the full nominal detector view of the 
sky. In other words the definition of the detector centre does not vary with sub-
fielding nor any other detail of instrument operations as might be defined within 
IORs. It is a principle of the pointing planning that it is independent from IOR 
content. 

 
Rotation sizes: 

In the Euler sequence above we start from SC axes and end in a frame (x’’’, y’’’, z’’’) 
with similar ordering and sign of axes. This avoids very large rotations of 180 deg or 
90 deg (324000 arcsec) which would otherwise be needed if our final frame was 
allowed to use a different axes convention. Specifically this is why we do not transform 
from SC axes to the LIF convention – this would introduce large and unintuitive 
rotations. 
As such, most RS-instruments rotations are expected to be small (few hundreds of 
arcsec). Only SOLOHI rotations will be substantially bigger than this because of the 
significant nominal misalignment WRT SC axes (especially in the yaw part). 

 
Roll component: 

The Euler sequence allows for roll around the detector boresight, if known. However 
we are aware that this rotation is harder to calibrate and that some instruments may 
choose to provide updates with the roll value set to zero – this is entirely acceptable5. 

 
Example illustrating signs: 

In the simplified conditions of the spacecraft with the sub-satellite point on the solar 
equator, and with SC +X pointing at disk centre such that an ideally aligned detector 
would centre on the disk; and with SC+Z aligned with solar north, and excluding 
extreme roll angles;  
then positive yaw moves the detector towards solar east (left limb), and positive pitch 
moves the detector towards solar south (downwards). 

 
Aberration: 

Stellar aberration is variable around the Solar Orbiter orbit, and is appreciable at 
perihelion (approx. 50 arcsec).  

                                                                    
 
4 LIF frame is defined in [LLFITSICD]. It defines a convention where the FITS spatial axes correspond to Solar-X and 
Solar-Y (approximately – depends on inclination of the orbit, roll of the spacecraft, etc.). Whereas the Euler sequence 
used here is based on the definition of the SC axes. 
5 Indeed the fact that the roll aspect is less critical to the interface is implicit in the name, in that strictly-speaking 
“boresight update” would reflect only the orientation of x’’’ in Figure 3, and not y’’’, z’’’ 
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N.b. The boresight update represents the geometrical orientation of the instrument 
view within the Spacecraft frame and is aberration free. In this sense it is equivalent 
to the ground alignment measurements. 
Care may be needed by the instrument teams here depending on the details of how 
the in-flight calibrations are done. Broadly the telemetry of the spacecraft orientation 
is aberration free6, whereas the image the instrument for calibration sees is (in the 
first instance) aberrated. 

3.2 Definition of the rotations for the offset of the optical centre 

The offset of the optical axis from the detector centre is represented as a yaw-pitch sequence, 
starting from the x’’’, y’’’, z’’’ of the detector centre above.  
In detail: 

1. Yaw positive around z’’’, to obtain x4, y4, z4 (where z4=z’’’) 
2. Pitch positive around y4, to obtain x5, y5, z5 (where y5=y4) 

 
This concludes with x5 aligned with the centre of the projection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4, truncated Euler sequence for optical axis 

 
 
No roll component has been included because we don’t expect that LL projections make use 
of non-axial-symmetric projections. 
 
This overall approach defining the alignments as  

SC frame ---> Detector 
 Detector ---> Optical centre 

as above has been chosen with the practicalities of the in-flight calibration in mind: 

                                                                    
 
6 In detail: the spacecraft gets its knowledge of its orientation from the star tracker. The star field image that the tracker 
sees is aberrated (albeit on a different axis to instrument FoVs) but this is corrected for onboard using knowledge of the 
spacecraft velocity prior to inclusion in TM. 

y’’’ 
y4 

Detector frame 

x’’’ 

v) pitch positive around y4 
y5 = y4 

z’’’ 

x4 

z4 

x5 

z5 

y5 

iv) yaw positive around z’’’ 
z4 = z’’’ 
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 No intermediate frame (like e.g. the MY panel) between the SC and the detector is 
considered because these cannot be seen in-flight. 

 Optical centre is treated as a delta on top of the detector alignment, because whilst we 
can only (easily) calibrate the detector orientation in-flight we expect most 
movements would cause the optical centre to move in parallel. 
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3.3 Structure of the content 

Header 
genTime The time that the product was produced. Updates every 

time the product is created, including changes that are 
limited to expansion of the measurement section 

instrument Duplicates the [instrum] within the filename 
sequenceNumber Duplicates the 5 digit sequence number within the filename 
ICDVersion Maps to the version of this document, in form vN_M 

Followed by various of the following two elements 
At least one element must be present in the update (can be either type) 

Elements can be ordered in any manner 
Detector centre content 
detectorID See below 
calibrationDataTime The time (or midpoint) of the calibration observations or 

campaign that led to the update. In the current scheme this 
is for information only (does not influence downstream 
processing) 

yaw (arcsec) 
pitch (arcsec) 
roll (arcsec) 
Optical centre 
detectorID See below 
calibrationDataTime The time (or midpoint) of the calibration observations or 

campaign that led to the update. In the current scheme this 
is for information only (does not influence downstream 
processing) 

yaw (arcsec) 
pitch (arcsec) 

 
Each detectorID may be one of 

EUI_FSI 
EUI_HRI_LYA 
EUI_HRI_EUV 
METIS_EUV 
METIS_VIS 
METIS_IEO-MO 
PHI_FDT 
PHI_HRT 
SOLOHI1 
SOLOHI2 
SOLOHI3 
SOLOHI4 
SPICE_LW 
SPICE_SW 
STIX 
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These can apply to either detector-centre or optical-centre, with the exception of 
METIS_IEO-M0, which can only be used as a detector centre.  
 
METIS_IEO-M0 is a safety related frame which applies for pointing, which we treat as if it 
were a detector frame. In practise it will always have zero roll. 
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4 OVERVIEW OF NAIF-SPICE FRAMES 

 
 

Helio science frames 
--------------- 
        | 
        | 
        V 
"J2000" INERTIAL 
--------------- 
        | 
        |<-ck 
        | 
        V 
   "SOLO_PRF" 
   ---------- 
        | 
        |<-ck 
        | 
        V 
   "SOLO_FOF" 
   ---------- 
        | 
        | 
        |<-ck  
        |  
        V  
"SOLO_PHI_HRT_ILS" 
----------------- 
        | 
        |<-fixed 
        | 
        V 
"SOLO_PHI_HRT_OPT" 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5, SPICE frame relationship example showing PHI_HRT 

  

SOC pointing 
request task 
 
…for “pointing 
the FoV” 

SOC LL post-
processing task 
 
…for placing 
the reference 
pixel in world 
coordinates 

Detector 
updates from 
Instrument 
Teams, main 
subject of this 
ICD 

(One-off?) offset 
definition by 
Instrument Teams, 
secondary aspect 
of this ICD 

Spacecraft Frame 

“Flight Optical Frame” 
By default identity matrix. 
 
Placeholder. 

Optical axis 
Centre of (e.g.) TAN projection 
Corresponds to FITS Reference Pixel Detector Frame 

Helioprojective for LL. 
For pointing the relevant frame depends 
on the service calls of SOC-MOC 
pointing interface (not discussed here) 
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4.1 Table of NAIF SPICE frames affected by Boresight Updates 

 
 
           Name                  Relative to            Type        NAIF ID 
      ======================  ===================   ============    ======= 
   EUI frames: 
   ----------- 
      SOLO_EUI_FSI_ILS        SOLO_FOF              CK              -144211 
      SOLO_EUI_FSI_OPT        SOLO_EUI_FSI_ILS      FIXED           -144212 
      SOLO_EUI_HRI_LYA_ILS    SOLO_FOF              CK              -144221 
      SOLO_EUI_HRI_LYA_OPT    SOLO_EUI_HRI_LYA_ILS  FIXED           -144222 
      SOLO_EUI_HRI_EUV_ILS    SOLO_FOF              CK              -144231 
      SOLO_EUI_HRI_EUV_OPT    SOLO_EUI_HRI_EUV_ILS  FIXED           -144232 
  
   Metis frames:  
   -------------  
      SOLO_METIS_EUV_ILS      SOLO_FOF              CK              -144411 
      SOLO_METIS_EUV_OPT      SOLO_METIS_EUV_ILS    FIXED           -144412 
      SOLO_METIS_VIS_ILS      SOLO_FOF              CK              -144421 
      SOLO_METIS_VIS_OPT      SOLO_METIS_VIS_ILS    FIXED           -144422 
      SOLO_METIS_IEO-MO       SOLO_FOF              CK              -144430 
  
   PHI frames:  
   -----------  
      SOLO_PHI_FDT_ILS        SOLO_FOF              CK              -144511 
      SOLO_PHI_FDT_OPT        SOLO_PHI_FDT_ILS      FIXED           -144512 
      SOLO_PHI_HRT_ILS        SOLO_FOF              CK              -144521 
      SOLO_PHI_HRT_OPT        SOLO_PHI_HRT_ILS      FIXED           -144522 
  
   
   SOLOHI frames:  
   --------------  
      SOLO_SOLOHI_ILS         SOLO_FOF              CK              -144701 
      SOLO_SOLOHI_OPT         SOLO_SOLOHI_ILS         FIXED           -144702 
  
   SPICE frames:  
   -------------  
      SOLO_SPICE_SW_ILS       SOLO_FOF              CK              -144811 
      SOLO_SPICE_SW_OPT       SOLO_SPICE_SW_ILS     FIXED           -144812 
      SOLO_SPICE_LW_ILS       SOLO_FOF              CK              -144821 
      SOLO_SPICE_LW_OPT       SOLO_SPICE_LW_ILS     FIXED           -144822 
 
   STIX frames:  
   ------------  
      SOLO_STIX_ILS           SOLO_FOF              CK              -144851 
      SOLO_STIX_OPT           SOLO_STIX_ILS         FIXED           -144852 

 
For SOLO-HI only a single pair of frames is currently defined in NAIF-SPICE. However, as 
discussed elsewhere in this document, we expect to define four pairs of frames in order to 
correctly handle the composite detector. 
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4.2 Correspondence between EFECS “prime boresight” and 
NAIF-SPICE frame 

The EFECS, defined as an output of the LTP, identifies which boresight would be used as the 
reference when making pointing decisions later. Here we identify explicitly the EFECS 
keyword and the corresponding NAIF-SPICE frame to be used. Not all RS-instruments are 
represented, because not all instruments will drive pointing. 
 

EFECS 
Prime 
boresight 
keyword 

Description Corresponding NAIF-SPICE frame for pointing 
requests 

SC Spacecraft +X SOLO_PRF 
EUI_UV EUI High Res. EUV 

channel 
SOLO_EUI_HRI_EUV_ILS 

EUI_1216 EUI High Res. 1216 
channel 

SOLO_EUI_HRI_LYA_ILS 

EUI_FSI EUI Full Sun SOLO_EUI_FSI_ILS 
PHI_HRT PHI High 

Resolution 
Telescope 

SOLO_PHI_HRT_ILS 

PHI_FDT PHI Full Disk 
Telescope 

SOLO_PHI_FDT_ILS 

SPICE SPICE SOLO_SPICE_LW_ILS (TBC) 
METIS METIS M0-IEO 

line 
SOLO_METIS_M0_TEL 

STIX STIX SOLO_STIX_ILS 
Mean_1 EUI high res. mean TBD 
Mean_2 Mean of PHI HRT 

and mean 1 
TBD 

Mean_3 Mean of SPICE and 
mean 1 

TBD 

Mean_4 Mean of PHI HRT 
and SPICE 

TBD 

Mean_5 Mean of all high res 
telescopes 

TBD 

 
METIS is an exception. When it is used to drive pointing, it is the safety-related frame of the 
M0-IEO that is used rather than any true detector frame. 
 
Mean frames: These are not currently defined in the SPICE kernels, TBC whether we will 
define the means explicitly within NAIF-SPICE, or calculate them on-the-fly from the lower 
level frames when performing pointing planning. N.b. For means of more than two 
boresights, there can be a difference between the simple mean frame and the centre of the 
union of the resulting fields of view – no decision was taken yet WRT these two possible 
approaches.  
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5 DELIVERY ASPECTS 

5.1 Delivery mechanism 

Boresight updates are sent via GFTS. 

5.2 Filename 

The filename shall take the form 
 BSUP_[instrument]_[sequence-number].SOL 
 
Where 

[instrument] is the source, being a mnemonic for one of the instrument teams. 
Baseline mnemonics are the four character IDs. 

SEPD EPD 
SEUI EUI 
SMAG MAG 
SMET METIS 
SPHI PHI 
SRPW RPW 
SSPI SPICE 
SSHI SOLO-HI 
SSTX STIX 
SSWA SWA  

[sequence number] is a five digit <decimal> positive integer indicating the Nth 
boresight update sent by this instrument team. It starts from 00001, and increments 
exactly by 1 each time a new boresight update is sent. 

 
Example:  

BSUP_SPHI_00003.SOL 
 
Each boresight update can contain updates for one or more detectors / optical axes 
associated to that instrument, i.e. the update does not need to be complete over all detectors. 
If a particular detector is not included within a particular update, its previous alignment is 
carried over unmodified. 
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5.3 Graphical representation of the schema 

 

 
Figure 6, BSUP schema diagram 
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6 SPECIAL TOPICS 

6.1 Detector-centre versus projection-centre 

In an ideal instrument alignment projection-centre and detector-centre are the same. That 
is to say the centre of the detector has been placed on the centre (or we could say “minimally 
distorting”) axis of the optics that lies in the centre of the projection (TAN7 for example) 
onto the sky. Or, in terms of FITS metadata, ideally the reference pixel (that is the centre of 
the projection) is located at the centre of the detector. However this ideal or simple alignment 
is not necessarily the case.  
 
When instruments calibrate in-flight, in most cases it will be very difficult to determine 
where the centre of the projection is. Furthermore for the small FoV of most RS-instruments 
on Solar Orbiter, exactly where the projection centre is will make very little practical 
difference. For the reasons above, we expect that several instruments will choose to set the 
projection centre to have zero offset WRT detector centre (this is the same as saying that the 
FITS reference pixel will lie at the centre of the full detector). Other instruments, e.g. with 
wider FoVs or with precise ground alignment measurement may know the offset of the 
projection-centre and make use of the offset.  
 
In any case the current SOC expectation is that in almost all cases the offset is set just once, 
and subsequent boresight updates concern only the detector. 
 
It might appear that communicating the offset of the projection centre is redundant 
information since the LL01 data will independently show where the reference pixel is in 
relation to the detector. However this is true only for instruments where the full detector is 
always downlinked. For modern instruments that support binning and sub-fielding this 
relationship is then harder to extract, and this is why we also define it within the boresight 
update. Nonetheless the VM doing the LL TM processing to LL01 also needs knowledge of 
which is the reference pixel, in order to be able to correctly return the pixel-coordinates of 
the reference pixel of whatever sub-fielded LL01 image occurs. This duplication of reference 
pixel knowledge is another reason to think that updates of the optical centre should be rare. 
 
  

                                                                    
 
7 TAN projection (also known as gnomonic projection) is the most typical/simple projection scheme used to relate the 
pixel space of flat detector planes to the angular space of their corresponding sampling of the sky.  
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Figure 7, Exaggerated sketch of misalignment between optical axis and detector centre, for very wide 
FoV TAN projection 

Figure 7 shows an exaggerated relationship between detector centre and optical centre. Blue 
spots and arrow are the centre of the detector. Green spots and arrow correspond to the 
reference pixel and the centre of the projection. Hopefully in this extreme example it is 
visually clear the difference between the detector centre, and the optical centre (being the 
centre or least-distorted part of the projection onto the sky). For example by counting the 
pixels in the projection, one can see that the projected blue spot is indeed the pixel-wise 
centre, even though the distortion arising from the projection means that this does not 
correspond exactly with the angular centre of the FoV. 
 

6.2 Specifics for SPICE-instrument 

This document is written mainly from the perspective of spatial images obtained with 2D 
detector arrays. For the SPICE instrument only one detector dimension is spatial, whilst the 
other is spectral. As such the concept of the detector centre needs to be clarified. For the 
boresight updates we are interested in the spatial image or field-of-regard formed by the 
combination of the one detector spatial axis and the other spatial axis which is formed by 
scanning the scan mirror. For the scan axis we consider that the boresight update refers to 
the mid-point of the full theoretical scan range8. This is the SPICE-equivalent of the 
earlier statement that instrument sub-fielding shall be irrelevant to the boresight definition.  
 
Roll angle could be defined with respect to the orientation of the spatial axis of the detector 
or with respect to the average scan direction (assuming reasonably linear), TBC on advice of 
                                                                    
 
8 The practically available scan range may vary within the full theoretical scan range for various reasons, but the mid-
point as used here shall not be moved by this. 

Detector (pixel space) 
 
Projection onto sky (angular space) 
 
Centre of detector 
Corresponds to detector axis in NAIF-
SPICE kernels 
 
Centre of projection 
Corresponds to the reference pixel in 
FITS and to optical axis in NAIF-SPICE 
kernels 
 

Optical system 
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SPICE team (crudely, this is like saying which side of the parallelogram do you take as 
reference). Beyond the roll aspect, there is no attempt within the boresight update to 
represent additional distortions like shear etc. These may be represented by the SPICE LL-
VM via the appropriate FITS metadata, but we do not plan to allow any mechanism to 
influence these outside of the VM. 
 
It may be that the different slit selection leads to slightly differently alignments. This too is 
ignored in the boresight update for similar reasons to sub-fielding and scan usage. The 
SPICE team should define the boresight update for the most frequently used slit, or for some 
average behaviour.  
 

6.3 SOLO-HI specifics 

Unlike (EUI, PHI, METIS, SPICE), SOLO-HI boresight would not ever be used to control 
spacecraft pointing. However this ICD would still be relevant for the metadata in the SOLO-
HI low-latency products produced at SOC. 

6.3.1 Treatment of the composite detector 

SOLO-HI makes use of a single optical system and focal plane, but with four detector chips 
tightly packed together on the focal plane. In this case SOC expects four separate FITS files, 
but the reference pixel of each to correspond to the same physical axis, being the shared 
optical centre of the projection9. (This is one clear case where the detector-centre will not 
correspond to the projection centre as discussed in section 6.1) 
 

 
Figure 8, Diagram of SOLO-HI composite detector (from SOLO-HI user manual) 

                                                                    
 
9 This single reference pixel has different pixel coordinates within each detector, of course. 
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This means that the SOLO-HI will need to provide four sets of updates, one for each detector.  

 In the event that the individual detectors are indeed calibrated separately, or moving 
with respect to each other, this provides the necessary flexibility.  

 If conversely the focal plane moves as a whole there will be an implicit redundancy in 
the four sets of updates provided to SOC. The SOLO-HI team would still be expected 
to provide all four updates - this is a consequence of the detector orientated design of 
the interface. 

6.3.2 Use of AZP  

SOC understands that, due to very wide FOV, SOLO-HI will use AZP (“zenithal” or 
“azimuthal”) projection, rather than TAN (“gnomonic”). This has a free parameter, µ , which 
in FITS would be represented in the PVi_1 keyword(s). The most natural thing is probably 
that the VM includes this keyword and value in the LL01 output and this is carried directly 
over to LL02. However SOC would be open to examining how to include it in the boresight 
update mechanism, if:  

 it’s likely to be periodically recalibrated in-flight, and,  
 if the differences are considered relevant to use of the low-latency data. 


